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Introduction
We are the first crypto developer in
Indonesia which is managed directly by
the community, we prioritize
democratic principles in determining
policies and principles of transparency
in managing finances.

We are very optimistic about the project
we are working on, by combining
blockchain technology that has a
worldwide network, we will combine it
with the Real Project business in the
tourism sector.

Problems
As we all know, recently there are many
crypto tokens that are managed
unprofessionally, only looking for profit
for the development team, only relying
on temporary hype, without thinking
about the fundamentals / utility of the
crypto token project offered, so it is
almost certain that inexperienced
investors will harmed.

Accept Reservation
To make matters worse, investors never
get enough information about the
management of the funds they invest, so
that makes investors even more
frustrated, because they never know
what causes the value of their
investment to continue to decline.

Solution
After collecting data in the field, we try to offer a
win-win solution:
1. To gain the trust of investors, we are developing
a bookkeeping application, which lists the inflow
and outflow of investor funds, so that investors
know for sure, where and where the funds
managed by the developer team come from, and
where they are allocated. and this application can
be accessed by everyone, both investors and
potential investors.

Accept Reservation

2. For the sake of fairness, we adopted a voting
system to determine the direction of our next
projects, where currently
we have 41 investors
Table Service
selected, to determine each decision to be
executed, and they are members of a team that
we call the senators of Baby Bali.
They were chosen on the basis of loyalty,
capability and persistence in building Baby Bali
projects. and in the future we will add more
members to the senator team based on the
amount of their investment. so hopefully, this can
fulfill a sense of justice.

Project Development
1. Crypto projects:
In the crypto project we have several programs,
including the following:

a.Tokenomic
In tokenomic, we specify the buy/sell tax is 8% with the
allocation:
3% marketing
3% additional LP
1% reflection
1% burning
b. Savings Program
Accept Reservation
In this saving program we hold once a week for 24
hours, and during the saving program, we reduce tax
buy to 4%, tax sell remains 8%, so hopefully this will
Table
trigger investor interest
to Service
enter/buy because there is a
tax discount.
c. Weekly Burn Program
In this burning program, we routinely burn tokens, which
are taken from a tax of 1% per transaction. We routinely
burn tokens every Sunday at 09.00 pm, So this is
expected to be able to continue to reduce the supply
of Baby Bali tokens. And we will continue to run this
program until the remaining supply is 10%, which is
currently the remaining supply is +60%.

Project Development
2. Tourism Real Projects
In tourism projects, we are developing several very
profitable projects for Baby Bali investors. among others are:

a. Real Project Investment Program
We offer investment cooperation in real projects to all Baby
Bali holders, in this case we collaborate with hotel parties to
book hotel rooms in certain areas and at certain times.
we will look for areas where large national and international
events will be held, so we will book hotel rooms in that area in
advance, so we can book rooms at low / normal prices, and
sell them at event prices, which are usually will increase
several times.
Accept Reservation
We promise our investors profit + capital will be given directly
to investors, and the remaining 20% profit that Baby Bali gets
will be used to buyback the Baby Bali token, which will then
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go to the wallet owner. this program has been run
successfully 2 times, and the capital that we managed to
collect from Baby Bali investors for the currently ongoing
event is Rp. 500,000,000,- And the current event is the
WSBK Mandalika event in Lombok .
And now we have also signed a 10-year contract with the
WSBK organizer, in this case ITDC, to get a ticket sales quota
for the circuit. All the profits that Baby Bali gets from the real
project sector will be allocated for project development +
buy back + burn

Project Development
b. Open a Tour and Travel Agent Branch.
We are developing cooperation with all Baby Bali
holders to jointly play an active role in building the
Baby Bali travel platform, by opening Baby Bali travel
branches in each Baby Bali holder domicile area, we
are also educating Baby Bali holders who are
interested in becoming tour agents and travel for
Baby Bali in their respective areas so that Baby Bali
holders can also benefit from the real projects they
are working on, and can also act as marketing for
Baby Bali tours and travel. mutually beneficial
relationship.
Acceptthe
Reservation
Profit sharing between
managing holder and
Baby Bali for buy-back / burn.
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c. Marketplace
Currently we are also developing the right concept to
build a marketplace, where in the marketplace we will
be able to offer tour packages to more potential
customers, so that it is hoped that in the future the sale
of our tour packages will be easier, simpler and more
modern.

Thankyou
For more information visit our
social media and website
https://linki.ee/babybali
https://babybalibsc.com
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